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CONTITECH DAILY GEMBA WALKS
Bianca Ehlers talks to Murray Bailes from ContiTech
Approximately Five years ago
we started on a journey of “Lean
Manufacturing” and what a journey
it has been for us! Was something
lacking in our organisation? Was
it perhaps a lack of Employee
involvement! The opportunity existed
to close this gap due to an ever
changing market.
A “Gemba Walk” is the term used to
describe the personal observation of
work – where the work is happening.
The original Japanese term comes
from gembutsu “real thing”. It also
sometimes refers to as the “real
place”.
The purpose of our Gemba Walk
process at ContiTech is to have an
increased understanding of what is
happening at the Gemba. The idea
is to develop and sustain a culture
of supportive leadership with active
problem solving and to create

effective communication between
the value added worker and support
functions. To understand where
our support is needed to drive
improvement in both the culture and
our performance. We focus resources
on the vital activities required to
meet customer requirements and
to drive continuous improvement
in order to provide the structure to
audit our processes for improvement
opportunities.
Behaviours that we discourage during
our Gemba Walks are: negativity,
finger pointing, closed mindedness,
side conversations and tardiness.
Behaviours we encourage during our
Gemba Walks are: Active listening,
asking questions that teach, open
mindedness, attentiveness, promptness
and timeliness. When addressing the
team we speak loud and direct to
all team members. Our scheduled
Gemba walks are a daily occurrences
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and include all departments within the manufacturing
and support functions and not to forget, most
importantly the Operators.
All Operators and Area Managers are encouraged
to participate in each Gemba stop. Operators will
lead and present the performance of the process
to the team. A discussion around each area should
focus on: Winning or losing, reasons, and then the
question is asked, are counter-measures identified?
We encourage team-based problem solving at the
cell level. The Operator reports on Safety, Quality,
Delivery (Hour by Hour Performance), Change
Overs and Cost (Overtime).
Based on the insights gained from the Gemba, the
team identifies the top new opportunities that
need to be addressed. New opportunities should
be problems that cannot be solved at the cell level,
critical to safety, or significant productivity misses.
The benefits we have encountered from our Gemba
walks are: People engagement, a platform to raise
issues for the process owners to participate in
problem solving and developing counter measures
themselves. Associates have grown through
presentation and communication skills. Management
and leadership potential are identified through
Gemba walks, presentations and participation.
Are we perfect? No, not by a long shot! We will most
likely never be as this process fosters “Continuous
Improvement”. As ones target are met, we need to
challenge ourselves and review our targets again. This
process has successfully identified the right process
in which to develop and grow people, processes, to
change habits and to transform cultures.

The AIDC thanks ContiTech for hosting numerous best
practice Gemba Walks to the other participating TPM
cluster companies in order to, implement the Gemba Walk
process within their respective companies.
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DEVELOPING KAIZENS ON AN
OPERATOR LEVEL:
How do companies keep team members
motivated in raising kaizens?
(Tawfeeq speaks to Donavan Felker from Tenneco EC)
We are often asked the question,
“How do we motivate the front line
workers?” This is a high value question
because people play a tremendous
role within the organization.
Understanding how to practically tap
into people’s infinite creativity, energy
and passion is the most challenging
concept in the organization. The
goal is to ensure that the front line
worker be observant about their
surroundings in order to be practical
with developing kaizen sheets.
In certain companies, kaizen savings
are rewarded with incentive, be it
monetary or self-recognition. This
seems to be working really well for
Industry. For instance, one company
has a reward scheme for the most
idea’s submitted per person as well
as the best quality idea. This scheme
showed a significant increase of the
quantity and quality of kaizens raised.
On the other hand, another company
offers meal vouchers for any possible

kaizen suggestions and a prize sum
of money if it’s implemented and has
generated a cost saving. All these
methods have shown a positive impact
on motivation and participation of the
shop floor employees. However, these
reward programs can work against the
companies that are trying to engage
the employees in waste elimination.
Essentially, the programs produce an
extrinsically motivated workforce,
where in order to promote lean
participation and kaizen involvement,
the company is obligated to provide
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some sort of reward. According to
Eric Bigelow who states from his
article titled ‘Lean and the true root
of motivation’, that it is vital for a
company and its lean practitioners to
build a workforce that is intrinsically
motivated. Companies should
encourage employees to make
lean decisions because it’s the right
decision, not because they might get
some reward. Companies need the
employees to not just understand
lean, but to believe in it. The strength
of the company is predicted on the
dedication and passion of its people. A
reward program will not achieve this.
Although it’s a bit unfortunate that
industry needs to implement a ‘pay
for your idea system’ to acquire a
lean culture, it’s still a step in the
right direction. Daniel Pink writes
and speaks about autonomy, mastery

and purpose being chiefly responsible
for motivation. Looking at Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs we can say that
people whose basic needs are fulfilled,
don’t simply want more of those basic
needs (Safety, Income) but instead
want self-fulfillment.
In conclusion, work needs to be
designed to let people take pride in
their contributions. An understanding
of the whole system and work cells
often helps. Sharing information
so everyone can think of the big
picture, thus helping them realise the
importance of kaizens and continuous
improvements. Companies that truly
focus on a vision can achieve this.
To build such a culture takes an
understanding of psychology and a
true commitment to respect people.

ABOUT PLANNED MAINTENANCE
By Siphokazi Ramaboea July
Planned Maintenance is one of the
8 pillars of the Total Productive
Maintenance programme. The 8 pillars
of the TPM programme are sequential
and highly relative in implementation;
therefore it is always best to
implement the Planned Maintenance
pillar after basic maintenance
conditions have been established
by Autonomic Maintenance pillar
which is the first pillar of TPM
implementation. Full implementation

of Planned Maintenance may easily
take a year if the required systems are
in place.
Goals
As the entire TPM programme
implementation objective is to
eliminate accidents, defects and
breakdowns. Planned Maintenance
is that pillar that focuses a lot
more on or zooms into eliminating
breakdowns. However it also focuses
on:
• Reducing Maintenance cost.
• Ensuring availability of spares all
the time.
• Improving equipment reliability
and Maintainability.
Key Challenges faced during PM
implementation
Planned Maintenance requires
analysis of the current maintenance
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system and looking at historical
data, therefore the major challenge
becomes the availability of historical
data, the ease of analysing that data
as companies use various methods
to capture data and defining future
means of effective data retrieval and
analysis.

However there are various companies
that can install automated systems
that help in counteracting these
challenges.
Every industry needs an effective
maintenance system to remain
competitive!!

Data analysis showing actual working MTBF and MTTR
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TPM TENTATIVE CHECK SHEET
QUESTIONNAIRE
(Ayanda Makina speak to Stephen Jack at Tenneco RC)
What is the benefit of using TPM
check sheet for the company?
The company is benefiting on overall
equipment effectiveness, improving
quality of product, reducing number of
breakdowns, maintain an accident free
environment and reducing number of
defects. The TPM check sheet increase
improvement suggestions between
workers/team members and develop
multi-skilled and flexibility .TPM
brings maintenance into focus as a
necessary and vitally important part
of the business

What strategy does the
company use to ensure that
team members do their checks
every day?
The team members do their check
sheets before the start of the shift
every day so if they see something
wrong they raise red or white tag and
also team leaders have responsibility
to do checks twice a week and one
day with team member, on those red
tag they do kaizen improvements.

What is the benefit of the Team
members when they using TPM
check sheets?

What strategy does the company
use to sustain use of check
sheets?

Team members getting the
opportunity to be the ones who
can identify what is wrong on their
equipment and if it is a minor problem
they are skilled to solve the problem.
This boost their morale and it gives
them sense of ownership of the
equipment. The check sheets improve
team members understanding of their
equipment and get a feeling of owning
their machine. They also gain ability to
do improvements on their own and
working with other departments.

On sustainability of check sheets
the management get involved to
make sure check sheets are done
and available at all times and also
must be visible and located on a TPM
board. Management also do random
checks where they make sure that
the support is there if needed and
they also show their commitment and
involvement which are very beneficial
for the success of Total Productive
Management it is important for
everyone to know that we all are part
of a team, and we all want to succeed.
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THE VALUE OF LEAN
SIX SIGMA TRAINING
FOR YOUR COMPANY
By Thandile Samela
Lean Six Sigma is a disciplined, datadriven approach and methodology
for eliminating defects in any process
– from manufacturing to transactional
and from product to service.
Lean Six Sigma practitioners are
knowledgeable in dozens of different
methods to reduce costs, increase
revenue, streamline business
processes and improve employee
buy-in, all of which leads to a better
bottom line.
These methods typically focus on:
• Reducing variation
• Improving quality
• Increased productivity
• High levels of customer and
employee satisfaction
• Cost savings
Lean Six Sigma practitioners can
complete four to six projects per
year which can yield savings of up
to millions of Rands using the Lean

Six Sigma Methodology. A number
of companies in South Africa have
benefited from Lean Six Sigma
intervention using the DMAIC
approach/methodology.
The cost benefit of Lean Six Sigma far
outweighs the cost of developing an
individual into becoming a certified
Lean Six Sigma Practitioner. Six
Sigma training can therefore not
be considered as a cost, but rather
as an investment with a very quick
‘RETURN’. Typically the benefits of
Lean Six Sigma are realized by the
time the candidate completes the
first project as the certification is
based on the use of the tools and
cost savings. Additional projects
that the practitioner is expected to
deliver yield more cost savings for the
company.

INVEST IN YOUR TEAM TODAY
AND RECEIVE 3X ANNUAL
SALARY IMPROVEMENT IN
YOUR BUSINESS!
CONTACT

THANDILE SAMELA
041 393 2100
060 364 7091
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NO MORE GUESSWORK
Realtime production data
at the touch of a finger
By Gideon Smith
When manufacturing companies
run up against efficiency problems,
they immediately look to increase
overtime, add shifts, or purchase
new equipment. Instead they should
look to optimize the efficiencies of
their existing machines by increasing
equipment reliability, minimize
changeover times, improve operator
performance and lower overall
downtime performance, and lower
overall downtime.
The question is “How can a
manufacturing company optimize
the efficiency of their existing
equipment?”
The answer is Overall Equipment
Effectiveness (OEE) with OEE.REACT.
OEE.REACT is an effective tool to
benchmark, analyse, and improve
your production process. Calculating
the overall equipment effectiveness
(OEE) rate is a crucial element of
any serious commitment to reduce
equipment and process-related wastes
through Total Productive Maintenance
(TPM) and other lean manufacturing
methods like Operational
Excellence, Six Sigma or World Class
Manufacturing.
OEE.REACT places emphasis on
collection of precise information
and visibility of real-time activities in
manufacturing processes. This is borne
from the realisation of dynamism
in the production environment and
the preference for quick resolution
to problems encountered. OEE.
REACT offers a means of controlling
the whole production process by

analysing results from the totality
of events. More often than not,
production inefficiencies and
stoppages are blamed on equipment
failure. However, this is not always
the case. The production cycle
involves a multiplicity of influences
and a combination of any of these
can trigger a production stop. OEE.
REACT will provide information
on the root cause of production
inefficiency and thus lead to a
targeted resolution, concentrating
effort where it has the greatest
impact.
Why OEE.REACT?
• Uses approved TPM Six Loss OEE
calculation as used by JIPM and TPM
Club Automotive SA
• Planned and condition based
maintenance ready
• Integrated ANDON for quick
response
• Integrated maintenance system that
supports autonomous maintenance
by linking the visual factor concept
up with the maintenance plans
• Allows for effective maintenance
planning through time based
maintenance protocols
• Powerful Reporting System
• Calculates Mean Time to Repair and
Mean Time Between Failures
• Fully User-Configurable
• Full scalability with the ability to
customize
• Only system in South Africa
endorsed by TMP EC cluster and
the AIDC
• No annually licensing fees
• Provides a fast return on
investment (ROI)

